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the war in spite of the powerful protest of the Congress.
She is so much in the war that Great Britain is effectively
using all the available fighting material which her generals
have brought into being and trained, and is draining all
the money she can. Politically-minded Indians have never
been trained except for doing the rulers' clerical work.
They are certainly holding themselves aloof until certain
obviously necessary conditions are fulfilled. I do not see
how they can be blamed for demanding the very liberty
in defence of which the Allied Powers are said to be fighting.
What Indians can do even if their demand is accepted is
to give their moral weight to the struggle. This the rulers
evidently do not care for. It cannot, in their opinion, turn
the scales in their favour. Moral values do not count when
each party swears by its material and physical resources.
The Congress, with all the will in the world to der/eat Nazism,
cannot thrust its help on Great Britain which evidently it
does not want or about which it is at least indifferent.
If, therefore. Great Britain suffers defeat, it will not be
for want of Congress co-operation but for causes over
which the Congress can have no control.
If the Nazis come to India, the Congress will give
them the same fight that it has given Great Britain. I do
not underrate the power of Satyagraha as the questioner does.
But that is pure speculation. Imperialism has kept its grip
on India for more than 150 years. If it is overthrown by
a worse type of rule, the Congress can have the negative
satisfaction of knowing that no other Ism' can possibly
last beyond a few years even if it establishes a foothold
in India. That is as I read the Congress mind. Personally
I think the end of > this giant war will be what happened
in the fabled Mahabharata War. The Mahabharata has
been aptly described by a Travancorian as the Permanent
History of Man. What is described in that great epic is
happening today before our very eyes. The warring nations
are destroying themselves with such fury and ferocity that
the end will be mutual exhaustion. The victor will share
the fate that awaited the surviving Pandavas. The mighty
warrior Arjuna was looted in broad daylight by a petty
robber. And out of this holocaust must arise a new order

